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"The Medicine Wheel is a springboard of power that will allow you to link up to all the energies of the

universe." â€”Sun BearMillions of people around the world have incorporated Native American

philosophy into their everyday lives. Now, with this special 25th anniversary edition of the late Sun

Bear's classic bestseller, readers old and new can benefit from the teachings and techniques of the

Medicine Wheel. In The Medicine Wheel, Sun Bear and Wabun put forth a whole new system of

earth astrology to help guide people not only in their daily living but also in their life paths. In the

authors' own words, this book was written to "help all people relate better to our Earth Mother...and

find a kinship with the universe." The Medicine Wheel is a beautiful and inspiring approach to

graceful, holistic living in trying modern times. The Medicine Wheel's philosophy is derived from a

basic principle known by all people who live close to the earth: Once you fully embrace the

elemental forces of nature, you become a part of the whole. Let this book be your first step toward

finding peace and prosperity -- and your own special place in the circle of life.
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"Sun Bear is a proud example for the generations to come....I am proud that I have lived at the

same time as this great, warm, loving and caring person." -- Elisabeth Kuebler-Ross, M.D., author of

On Death and Dying"His medicine power is authentic and hard-won; his caring wisdom is real. Sun

Bear is one of the quiet heroes of our time." -- John White, author of Pole Shift"[A] compendium of

fascinating information about various animals, minerals and plants, including their characteristics,



their healing and spiritual qualities....This is a new vision [for] our times." -- Medicine Story, author of

Return to Creation

Sun Bear, a sacred teacher of Chippewa descent, is the founder and medicine chief of the Bear

Tribe, a multiracial educational society. He is a world-renowned lecturer and teacher and the author

or coauthor of eight books. He is publisher of the magazine Wildfire and founder of the World Earth

Fund.

This purchace was to replace my original copy that had been sadly lost during a move! I had no

idea that the book had been updated with modernized drawings. I was given the original copy by my

shamen during a long period of time that I was out of balance with myself and my surroundings,

reading it showed me the path to restore health and serenity to my journey through life. I used it as

a reference book to maintaining good spiritual balance, and to help others do the same!The lose of

my original copy was tramatic to myself and those who had become accostomed to referencing it's

pages. I recently came into some unexpected income and was finally able to replace my beloved

Medicine wheel earth astrology book.This is not a book of horoscopes it explains the relativity of

nature's influences on us in regard to our birth. It also aides in choosing items for one's own

medicine bags, and natural health! I am again peacfully at balance!!

This book is so informative. It combines spirit animal, spirit mineral, color, plant, spiritkeeper, spirit

clan, and the medicine wheel. I read this to most all of my family and friends, to inform them on their

specific earth astrology and medicine wheel spiritual characteristics.

Another angle at Sun Astrology with the Moon instead. It would add to your astrology with a Native

American taste. A good read to expand your base knowledge with a good explanation of their way

of looking in this direction.

This was a quick and fun read. I love traditional astrology and this provided a different type of look at

what traits people born during a certain of a year happen to have. I love the way each grouping of

people starts off with an animal and the details provided ring true for me and many of my friends.

This was a quick and fun read, with interesting information, if you like astrology and personality

typing through astrology.



I bought the first publication of this book in 1982. It is right on as far as I'm concerned. I bought

myself a new book, plus bought other books for friends. This book is very interesting. One can

better understand other people, and one's self, by looking up their astrological sign. Sun Bear uses

Earth references as guides in revealing the characteristics of each signs. He claims this book was

given to him by Spiritual sources.

Very enjoyable piece of work. I didn't get to hold on to it very long my daughter took it so I'm going

to have to purchase another

Mind-opening look at Earth Astrology with lots of helpful insights. Read this book years ago and was

having a hard time finding it again. I am so very happy it was rereleased. Everyone should read this

book to help them reconnect with Mother Earth.

Very detailed explanations for each sign. Fun reading.
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